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Abstract

Production and perception of speech are notions that are distinct, yet intimately coupled.

One way to model production and perception is by exemplar models, where we store exam-

ples of speech events (exemplars) for these two purposes. Production uses these exemplars

to form our utterances; however, due to various influences, what is intended is often not

what is ultimately spoken. We can model this situation by introducing a stochastic ele-

ment to the exemplar prior to verbalization. Perception uses the lexicon for comparison, so

upon hearing a sound we can classify it based on its "closeness" to lexical entries. In the

following pages we will use this model to analyze how sounds evolve and remain unique.

Recreating work by Wedel will show us how the lexical categories maintain their differen-

tiation. We will also consider a simplification of this model that will facilitate analytical

and numerical analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Production and perception are necessary to the modelling of speech; we must have a way

of understanding how we speak as well as how we hear for a complete speech model.

Linguists have been learning how these two actions influence our language and speech

evolution through a number of different models. One example is in work by Wedel, who

took a computational approach to an existing exemplar dynamics model to help further

understand how our language maintains its differentiation between sounds [6]. It is this

work that we will recreate and analyze in the following pages.

1.1 Exemplar Dynamics Model

In this model we understand that every sound or word we know has many similar, but dif-

ferent, representations that we have remembered from our day-to-day experiences. Each

representative is called an exemplar, collections of exemplars form words, and the mental

dictionary that holds all these words is the lexicon. For ease of comparison they can be

mapped according to different physical characteristics that affect the way we perceive or

hear the sounds. The measure here must be a quantity that is common from speaker to

speaker since most people’s voices are unique; yet, if two speakers produce the same utter-

ance we can recognize and remember both utterances as representative of that sound.

As an example of this we can look at one way English vowel sounds are characterized:

the frequency of formants, or the amount of air vibration in different parts of the vocal tract.

1
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Figure 1.1: Experimental Data Showing the Categories of Vowels.

The first formant is the frequency at the back of mouth, whereas the second is at the front

[3]. These values are relatively constant from speaker to speaker. Figure 1.1 [1] shows

experimental location data of different vowel sounds being spoken based on their first and

second formant values.

This model is characterized by the way perception and production are implemented:

perception relies on a method of categorization of sounds we hear, while production is

concerned with how the sounds we choose to make are actually created.
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Figure 1.2: One Dimensional Representation of Category Competition

1.1.1 Perception

A data feature we can see in Figure 1.1 is that there are multiple representatives of a single

sound. This is helpful in the perception process as we can define an area in perceptual

space or a distribution for each category. Now, when new information is presented it can be

compared against these distributions rather than a single point, making classification more

robust.

This feature also produces category boundaries that can overlap, which creates a new

problem: how a new sound is classified if it lies in the overlapping space defining a number

of categories. This model assumes a weighted nearest neighbours approach to the prob-

lem. A group of exemplars close to the utterance is considered, and the most represented

category has the highest likelihood of becoming the label of the new exemplar [4]. A sim-

pler example of this is shown in Figure 1.2 with only two categories defined in only one

dimension. Consider the new utterance (represented by the black vertical line). If we use a

5 nearest neighbours model, the exemplars that would contribute to the decision would be

those shown in the dashed box. Since there are three exemplars from Category A and only

two from Category B, there is a 60% chance of the utterance being classified in Category

A and 40% for Category B. After classification, the utterance is added to the lexicon as an

exemplar of the chosen category.

Finally, if we only ever added exemplars to the lexicon, its size would become unman-

ageable and recognition of what we hear would begin to take more time. Since this is not

the case, the model states that every time an exemplar is added to the lexicon, one is also
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removed. This choice is made based on the activation levels of the lexical entries: the

longer the exemplar has been in the lexicon the more likely it is to be removed at the next

speech event [4].

1.1.2 Production

The speaker initiates production by choosing a sound he or she wishes to say, or a cate-

gory from which to speak. The model takes over by helping choose between the many

representatives we hold for that sound based again on the activation level of each exemplar.

Exemplar activation influences this decision as well; the most recent exemplars still have

the highest activation levels, but this makes them the most likely to be spoken.

Speaking in a stochastic environment can allow an utterance to sound very different

than intended, causing the spread of that category about its mean, or the category dis-

persion, to grow unrealistically. Though solutions to this problem do not appear in most

implementations of the exemplar model [4], there are ways to avoid unrealistic category

spread. Pierrehumbert [4] suggests entrenchment; when we choose an exemplar to say, its

location as well as its k neighbours’ locations are all considered before speech (k specified

by the model). This helps to minimize how extraordinary an utterance can sound by mak-

ing the utterance remain closer to the category mean, so when noise is added the likelihood

of the utterance becoming a category outlier is smaller.

Another approach to the problem of category spread is motor consolidation, which is

implemented by Wedel and will be considered exclusively throughout the rest of this work.

It assumes there is a memory of utterances spoken as well as heard and, like other learned

movements, there is muscle memory in speech. This is modelled by comparing the exem-

plar chosen to the motor memory bank and trading it for something more recently spoken

[6]. Once the exchange has been made, noise is added to simulate the stochasticity of our

speech. The situation in which we are speaking can affect our control over the muscles we

use to create the sound we have chosen to say [4]; for example, I tend to mumble when tired

but speak clearly and more precisely when caffeinated. After the specified noise has been
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added, the exemplar chosen becomes an utterance left to be perceived by another person.

1.2 Overview

In Chapter 2 we will look at the work presented by Wedel in [6] and recreate the two mod-

els presented there. The first model looked at a single lexicon with two categories and used

category competition to show how these sounds maintain their differentiation. In the sec-

ond model, the lexicon consisted of words made up of different sounds or segments. Here

category competition was implemented to show again how the categories remained distinct,

but also how motor consolidation aids in the evolution of the word segments. Forcing all

future speech to sound like previous utterances will, in time, allow our speech to evolve into

the fewest number of segments necessary to maintain vocabulary differentiation as a whole.

Taking a step back, the model has some easy simplifications that make it more con-

ducive to analytical and numerical analysis. In Chapter 3 we will look at our simplest

case: a single category lexicon with speech events that do not use motor consolidation. The

statistics and movement of the category will be studied so we can determine the behaviour

without external influences. In Chapter 4 we introduce another category to see how the two

categories interact. To simplify the situation we hold one category at a fixed location; no

matter what utterance is classified to that category it will always be given the same fixed

location value. This allows the focus to be shift again to only one category, and how these

new interactions change the results found in Chapter 3.



Chapter 2

Category Competition and Contrast
Maintenance

In his paper [6], Wedel uses the exemplar model for production and perception, outlined in

the introduction, to study how category interactions influence category evolution. Here we

will replicate the results of this work by looking at the first, simpler model that is presented.

It includes two categories of sounds interacting with and without category competition, its

purpose being to establish how this feature influences category behaviour. When we move

to the more robust model, we will look at two different lexicons (representing two different

people), each containing four different categories of words which are understood to each

contain four sounds or segments. Category competition is used in the same way as in the

previous model; behaviours with and without its influences are considered, and production

now implements motor consolidation.

Using a model of language evolution introduced by [2] and [4] Wedel assumes our

language is stored in lexical categories that are filled with exemplars we have decided are

representative of that category. Separate from this is the motor memory where a record is

kept of the physical attributes we use to produce the most recent sounds we have uttered.

6
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2.1 Modelling Category Competition

To create a firm idea of how lexical categories interact, [6] proposes a simple model in two

different settings, involving two categories. The first setting does not use category compe-

tition, while second implements this mechanism. The categories each contain η exemplars,

each of which has two attributes; amplitude and location. Exemplar amplitude is a measure

of how long the exemplar has been in the lexicon, its value decaying in proportion to the

amount of time spent in the lexicon. It controls the selection method for production: the

exemplar with the highest amplitude is the most recently heard, and thus the most likely to

be produced next. Location of the exemplars, representing a physical aspect of speech, is

used for classification and will determine whether or not category competition is employed.

Both categories are initially filled with η exemplars whose amplitudes are stored in an

array, whose values are distributed in [0,1]. Each category has a unique initial location with

all exemplars belonging to it having that value (i.e. the initial categories have no variance).

At the ith speech event, an exemplar yi,M is then chosen in proportion to its amplitude from

each category (M being the exemplar chosen), and noise distributed like N (0,σ2) is added

to its location simulating the stochasticity with which we assume the sound is spoken.

Category competition is not used in the first simulation; the category from which the

utterance is spoken is also where it is categorized. An exemplar is selected to be replaced

with the utterance, the utterance exemplar is given an activation level of one, a new category

average is calculated, and another speech event begins. Each category location mean can

move without being influenced by where the other category lies and so we would expect,

if the means were tracked through time, that the evolution paths could cross, as shown in

Figure 2.1a.

In comparison, we will now look at the results when category competition is imple-

mented. To simulate category competition the model is set up in the same way as above

and used in the same way until categorization. While this step is of very little interest in

the previous situation, here we consider it very carefully. Each utterance is compared to the

locations of both categories at the previous iteration in a k-nearest neighbours setting. A
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(a) Without Category Competition (b) With Category Competition

Figure 2.1: Two Categories with and without Category Competition:

η = 10, σ = 0.1, and k = 3 where applicable

Euclidean distance is calculated from the utterance location to the location of every lexical

entry, independent of category and the k nearest exemplars are chosen. The category of

each of the k exemplars is considered and categorization is chosen proportionally to the

number of neighbours in each category. To keep the number of exemplars per category

constant, an index is chosen at random to be removed from the lexicon. This is done for

both utterances at every iteration and new category averages are determined.

Here we do not see the category means cross (see Figure 2.1b); there is an effective

repulsion between the mean values established by category competition. Figure 2.2 shows

a scenario where an utterance has been produced from Category 2 (pictured in light blue).

Were this speech event to be categorized back into Category 2, and the exemplar chosen

for removal be one of the furthest to the right, the means of these categories would switch

positions (as discussed previously) - this is shown in Figure 2.3a. Since category compe-

tition is in use, and the number of neighbours used in the classification process is odd and

smaller than η, the utterance will always be placed in Category 1. This ensures that the

relative locations of the categories remain intact, and is pictured in Figure 2.3b. If the num-

ber of neighbours used is larger than the number of exemplars in one category (k > η) then
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Figure 2.2: Two Categories Poised to Cross Paths

(a) Without Category Competition (b) With Category Competition

Figure 2.3: Outcomes of Classification
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Figure 2.4: Two Categories with the same Starting Mean

there is some probability that the relative locations of the categories will not be maintained.

Looking again at Figure 2.2, if we used k = 9 for the category competition criteria (noting

that η = 5) the utterance would then have five neighbours belonging to Category 1 and four

to Category 2. This means that the utterance has a 55.5̄% chance of being classified in

Category 1 and 44.4̄% chance for Category 2.

If both categories have all exemplars begin in the same location, the long term behaviour

is the same as discussed above; Wedel notes in [6] that in the first few iterations the means

will both move steeply away from one another as shown in Figure 2.4. Classification in the

initial iteration is very simple; the first exemplar will be classified randomly since neither

category has a bias toward any value. The mean of that category will shift and then we

see the first iteration that uses category competition. The model proceeds as discussed and

after just a few speech events the categories are distinct; with the continued use of category

competition they will remain that way for the length of the simulation. Once the categories

have moved a sufficient distance from one another, we see less involvement from category

competition though it is still an important mechanism as there is nothing prohibiting the

categories from drifting toward one another again.
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2.2 Modelling Word Evolution

Increasing the level of detail, the second model considers the evolution of two people’s

lexicons as they converse with each other using both motor consolidation and category

competition, but speaking in words rather than sounds. Words are defined by the segments,

or sounds, that they are composed of; this model looks at how a person’s motor memory

influences the development of the segments, and how category competition again maintains

the category differentiation.

In the initialization process we equip each participant with two arrays, one which rep-

resents their lexicon and one that keeps track of what they have said recently (their motor

memory). Each person has a lexicon that consist of γ categories of lexical entries or words

(in this model, γ = 4), and within each category are η stored exemplars. The exemplars are

model values of their category that the person has heard and stored recently. Each of the

exemplars are made up of κ segments which are ordered pairs representing two aspects of

the sound being produced. For example, we could define

(z1,z2) = (location of articulation in vocal tract, voice onset time).

The lexicons are created from target values of each of the z1 and z2 values: each cat-

egory has κ values randomly chosen from within specified bounds. In the model it was

specified that initially z1 ∈ [0,0.3] and z2 ∈ [0,0.1], then perturbations are taken of these

targets (one for each exemplar in each category) and stored as the initial set of sounds in

the lexicon that the person holds as representatives of each category.

When looking at what each person has said recently we have an array S that holds the

segments of their last ρ utterances (which means we are storing ρ× κ segments). Every

time we choose an exemplar to say, its segments are compared to this memory, influencing

the utterance to sound more like what has been spoken previously, independent of category.

Initially these segments are filled by a random selection from the person’s lexicon.

When an interaction between our two people occurs, one person chooses a category

from which to speak and an exemplar to say, both choices made uniformly at random.
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Before they speak, each segment of that potential utterance is compared to all the segments

j = 1,2, . . . ,(ρ×κ) in S (what they have said recently). A calculation is then performed

based on the Equation (2.1) [6] to determine the influence of recent utterances over the

exemplar. If the distance between the motor memory entry and the segment is small, a

value close to one is returned; if the distance is large the value is close to zero.

d( j) = e−1250(|segment−S( j)|2)2
. (2.1)

From the (ρ×κ) d values that are obtained for each segment of S, we choose which one

will be spoken with probability proportional to d. After a decision has been made regard-

ing the new composition of the utterance, it is further modified through a small perturbation

(distributed as N (0,σ2)) to each of the segments representing the stochastic nature of the

circumstances.

We now move to the competitive aspect of the model: how the listener’s lexicon com-

pares to the utterance decides how it is categorized. Unlike the stochastic nature of produc-

tion, we assume that our hearing produces perfect results. We could reverse the placement

of the errors but the outcome would be the same, given the same level of stochasticity.

Categorization is accomplished through a weighted nearest neighbours model. First, the

nearest (in the two-norm) k exemplars in the hearer’s lexicon are located and compared to

what has been heard. Each of these exemplars has its category recorded and then the cate-

gory is chosen based on the number of times we have seen that category in k, squared. So

let’s suppose that we are letting k = 5, and the list of category numbers is (1,3,3,4,3). The

new utterance is nine times more likely to be categorized as a three, than a one or a four.

Once a category has been chosen, an exemplar from that category is chosen at random and

is replaced by what was just heard.

If we leave out the competition aspect of the model, the hearer would instead know to

what category the utterance belonged to ahead of time. No matter what is heard he or she

would classify it as the given category. If the people began with different category locations

(they did not have the same vocabulary), this process would rely only on the numerical cat-

egory labels.
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γ η κ σ ρ k

4 10 4 0.001 6 5

Table 2.1: Parameter Values for Simulations Reproduced from [6]

This exchange could go on indefinitely, but the long term results do not yield the desired

interactive behaviour between categories. Short term, the results (as shown in detail below)

presented in [6] are reproducible but given enough interactions, with the amount of noise

present in the model, we see all four categories converge to the same segments, and all

segments hold the same value. Interpretation of this would mean that if we spoke for a long

enough period of time, our language would converge to a single sound. As our language

has not yet lost all differentiation, this would not be a good general model for perception

and production. In this model, we considered the ways in which sounds are produced to

be that which keeps their meaning and sound distinct, but its application only holds over

an intermediate time scale. Experimentally it was found that between 20,000 and 25,000

interactions yielded the best results. If the algorithm is stopped before the lower bound, the

categories are not well formed; but after the upper bound there is a high probability of con-

vergence. It is after this time frame we would see the meanings of words maintaining the

differentiation. Consider two words that are very closely related in how they are made and

how they sound: for example, lose and loose. The model outlined above would have those

words converge on one another after enough speech events. If, however, their meanings are

different enough (as in the given example), a model that focuses on word meaning would

need to be used to simulate how those words change over time.

If the model has been allowed to simulate an 22,000 interactions using the parameter

values shown in Table 2.1, the results show that despite starting from randomly distributed

overlapping categories, four distinct categories emerge. Furthermore, all categories will

consist of only two distinct segments, and it is the arrangement of the segments that distin-

guishes the categories.

Figure 2.5 illustrates the lexicon of one person at the end of our exchange. The cat-

egories are represented by the four (wide) rows; in each category the exemplars are rep-
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Figure 2.5: Person A’s Final Lexicon with Category Competition

Figure 2.6: Person B’s Final Lexicon with Category Competition
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Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4

Category 1 D C C D
(0.2149, 0.0637) (0.0213, 0.0304) (0.0201, 0.0296) (0.2163, 0.0635)

Category 2 C D C C
(0.0220, 0.0290) (0.2159, 0.0627) (0.0213, 0.0292) (0.0213, 0.0292)

Category 3 D D C C
(0.2156, 0.0657) (0.2159, 0.0651) (0.0212, 0.0284) (0.0218, 0.0282)

Category 4 C D D D
(0.0194, 0.0324) (0.2172, 0.0653) (0.2165, 0.0650) ( 0.2177, 0.0652)

Table 2.2: Final Average Values of the Segments in each Category of Person A’s Lexicon

with Category Competition

resented by the ten thinner rows, all of similar value (as represented by their similarity in

colour), indicating that all categories have the same composition of sounds or segments.

The four columns of each category represent the segments that define that category. A seg-

ment’s ordered pair is represented by a single ‘strip’ in Figure 2.5a, and the corresponding

‘strip’ in Figure 2.5b. We can see the categories are defined by the ordering of the segments.

For example if we label the blue x (blue y) segments C and the red x (orange y) segments D,

we could say that the word represented in the first category has a DCCD composition. If we

look at the lexicon of the individual with whom Person A was conversing, we see the same

categories emerge, though they may or may not be in the same order. Figures 2.6 and 2.5

show an example of the categories of the participants being mismatched. If we look at the

second category of Person A and the third of Person B we see that they are representing

the same word, but they have different labels for it. This is again an undesirable outcome

that could be avoided if the model had some way of using the meaning of a word in the

classification process.

In addition to segment labelling, Table 2.2 has the average segment value for each seg-

ment in each category. We can see that up to almost two decimal places of accuracy (and

definitively to one) the average values of all like segments match.
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Segment C
Person A’s Lexicon (0.0211,0.0296) (0.0079,0.0307) Person B’s Lexicon

Person B’s Recently Spoken (0.0201,0.0277) (0.0100,0.0319) Person A’s Recently Spoken

Segment D
Person A’s Lexicon (0.2162,0.0645) (0.2071,0.0663) Person B’s Lexicon

Person B’s Recently Spoken (0.2135,0.0625) (0.2078,0.0703) Person A’s Recently Spoken

Table 2.3: Comparison of Participants’ Final Average Segment Values with Category Com-

petition

Although both person A and B have the same categories in their lexicon, the values

defining them are not the same. Table 2.3 shows the variation in the average values of the

two segments of each lexicon compared with the mean segment value of what was recently

spoken by each participant. We see that the lexicon of one participant follows from the re-

cent utterances of the other: the segments that define the lexicon of Person A are the same

segments that fill the motor memory of Person B. This means that what we have stored as

representatives and how we speak them can be quite disconnected, and that the two speak-

ers involved also speak quite differently. There are some real world situations where we see

this decoupling of language, though this was not a feature of the results of Wedel’s work;

thus we will continue on with the results he did find.

Figures 2.7a and 2.7b represent the differences with and without the application of

category competition as well. Here we can see the distinct segments of the model more

clearly, but no inferences can be made about the categories. The person listening has their

lexicon represented by the blue ‘x’, while the red ‘o’ indicates the location of the entries

of S that belong to the speaker. If we looked instead at a set of time series figures, we

would see that the evolution of the hearer’s lexicon follows what the speaker is saying.

This agrees with the conclusion made above about the lexicons of the participants having

the same entries. If what is stored is based on what someone says to you, but what you

say is based on what you have stored, the lexicon of the person being spoken to should

eventually be the same as that of the speaker since the interaction occurs in both directions.
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(a) With Category Competition (b) Without Category Competition

Figure 2.7: Emergence of Segments from Category Competition

Chapter 3 will look at this evolution more carefully and decide what parameters affect the

evolution of these categories and how that occurs.

By contrast if we remove the competitive aspect of the model, the lexicon collapses and

results in one category and one segment in the same time frame (see Figure 2.8).

Having recreated Wedel’s work numerically, it would be excellent if we could analyze

the more elaborate model to understand how the model parameters change the outcomes

established in this chapter. Numerical analysis of Wedel’s model is hard, and analytical

analysis would be even more difficult as there are too many features and parameters at

work at once. For this reason we will now look at several simplifications that will make

both types of analysis for this model much simpler.
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Figure 2.8: Person’s Final Lexicon without Category Competition



Chapter 3

One Category Lexicon Model

When considering the second model established in Chapter 2, many simplifications can be

implemented while still maintaining the feature we intend to study for the remainder of

this work: the evolution of categories with and without the use of category competition.

Though [6] opens with a much simpler model we have chosen instead to simplify the more

robust model to be more conducive to analytical and numerical analysis. We will also ex-

clude the motor memory from the remainder of this work; our interest, again, lies in how

category competition affects the evolution of the category. Once we have established how

the category will act without external influence, the discussion will move back to more than

one category.

The most basic model that still reflects the structure of Wedel’s [6] has one person who

has just one category in their lexicon. This excludes any involvement of category compe-

tition but will establish how the category changes without external influence. Initially we

establish the lexicon by filling it with η exemplars, each of only one segment from one

target value (moving back to modelling sounds, rather than words). Figure 3.1 shows the

movement of the category over time using 10 exemplars and σ = 0.1; note that though it

appears in some cases as though there are two exemplars with exactly the same location

values, they are actually exemplar values with very similar location values, a difference that

the histogram could not distinguish given the number of bins used. Changing the model

from Chapter 2 in this way, there are two remaining parameter values that can influence

analysis:

19
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Figure 3.1: Exemplar Cloud Movement

• The number of exemplars, η, in the lexicon, and

• The amount of noise, σ
2, that the exemplars are reproduced with.

The size of the lexicon should affect how stable the mean and variance of the category are

after each speech event; a change in one exemplar will have diminishing influence as the

lexicon grows. The amount of noise with which we speak could also change the category

distribution as the simulation proceeds. The larger we allow σ
2 to be, the more drastic the

change in both expectation and variance from step to step. These two remaining parameter

values will be the focus of discussion as we proceed, serving to verify of the results we find.

Once all the parameters of the model have been established and the simulation has

begun, at the ith iteration an exemplar yi,M is chosen at random from the lexicon to be

spoken. Each exemplar has an equal probability of being chosen, so we can say that

yi,M = yi, j with probability
1
η

j = 1, . . . ,η, (3.1)
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where j = 1,2, . . . ,η; that is yi, j is any of the η exemplars in the category at the ith iteration

or speech event. Using Equations (3.2) and (3.3), we can then define xi to be the mean

value of the exemplar cloud and ν
2
i the cloud dispersion at time i respectively. The follow-

ing discussion will determine how these variables change in time.

xi =
1
η

η

∑
j=1

yi, j (3.2)

ν
2
i =

1
η

η

∑
j=1

(yi, j− xi)
2 (3.3)

The noise added to speech changes what we say to be ŷi+1∼N (yi,M,σ2). Once spoken,

but before ŷi+1 is stored, ỹi+1 = yi,N is chosen to be removed from the lexicon; it is found

by the same method as yi,M and thus has the same distribution. This allows Equation (3.2)

to also represent the expectation of both ŷi+1 and ỹi+1, and Equation (3.3) to represent the

variance in yi,M and yi,N . As both variables are chosen independently from one another,

and the stochasticity of our speech is independent of the category distribution, ŷi+1 has a

variance of σ
2 + ν

2
i , and ŷi+1 and ỹi+1 are also independent. The change in the category

mean is computed using Equation (3.4):

xi+1 = xi +
1
η
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1). (3.4)

3.1 Category Distribution

With these new variables in place, we can put them in terms of x0 and ν0, the initial mean

and dispersion of the category, and model parameters σ and η. We will begin with the

category mean, finding it by way of Equation (3.4), conditioning on the location of the

exemplars of the previous iteration. Through this conditioning we are fixing the mean

and variance of the category cloud of the previous step, though they are random variables

themselves. The method by which the exemplars to be spoken and removed are chosen

defines their expectations; Equation (3.1) shows that all exemplars from the previous step

have an equal probability of being chosen. This means that Equation (3.2) not only defines

the mean value of the category, but also represents the expected value of both ŷi+1 and ỹi+1.
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Because both the utterance and the discarded exemplars are chosen from all exemplars

with equal probability, E(ŷi+1) = E(ỹi+1) = xi. Taking the expectation of Equation (3.4),

conditioned on the location of all exemplars in the category at the ith iteration (shortened

to yi, j), we can see in Equation (3.5) that the result is simply the mean from the previous

iteration.

E(xi+1|yi, j) = E(xi|yi, j)+
1
η
E(ŷi+1− ỹi+1|yi, j)

= xi +
1
η

(
E(ŷi+1|yi, j)−E(ỹi+1|yi, j)

)
= xi (3.5)

Now consider the dispersion of the category, starting with Equation (3.3). All the ex-

emplars at this time step are identical to those in the previous with the exception of the

one we discarded and the one spoken. Equation (3.6) shows how we can put the category

dispersion equation in terms of exemplars from the previous time step.

ν
2
i+1 =

1
η

( η

∑
j=1

(yi, j− xi+1)
2 +(ŷi+1− xi+1)

2− (ỹi+1− xi+1)
2
)

(3.6)

Finally if we substitute the mean update formula for xi+1, Equation (3.4), and use the

definition of ν
2
i we can find an expression for the category variance at step i+1 all in terms

of the previous iteration.

ν
2
i+1 = ν

2
i +

1
η

(
η

∑
j=1

2
η

yi, j(ỹi+1− ŷi+1)+
1
η
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)

2 +2xi(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)

−
(
(1+

1
η
)ỹi+1− xi−

1
η

ŷi+1
)2

+
(
(1− 1

η
)ŷi+1− xi +

1
η

ỹi+1
)2

)
(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is an exact formula for the category variance, but as ŷi+1 and ỹi+1 are

stochastic variables we can go further by using what we know about their distributions, and

the expected value of ν
2
i+1 can be found. Since ŷi+1 and ỹi+1 have the same expectation,

taking the difference of these values will result in zero; this eliminates contributions from

any term in the sum of Equation (3.7), as well as the fourth term. Taking the expectation of
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the squared difference is equivalent to summing the variances of these two variables, since

as shown previously, they are independent variables with equal means, thus

1
η
E
(
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)

2)= 1
η

(
E(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)

2 +
(
E(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)

)2
)

=
1
η

(
(σ2 +2ν

2
i )+0

)
. (3.8)

The last two terms in Equation (3.7) must be fully expanded before the expectations

can be calculated, but come out to the tidy expression of

E
(
−
(
(1+

1
η
)ỹi+1− xi−

1
η

ŷi+1
)2

+
(
(1− 1

η
)ŷi+1− xi +

1
η

ỹi+1
)2
)
=− 4

η
ν

2
i +(1− 2

η
)σ2.

(3.9)

Collecting the expressions in Equations (3.8) and (3.9), we see that the expectation of

Equation (3.7) is

E(ν2
i+1|yi, j) =

(
η2−2

η2

)
ν

2
i +
(

η−1
η2

)
σ

2. (3.10)

Taking the expectation of Equation (3.10) again removes the conditioning of ν
2
i+1 on

yi, j [5], and using this with the knowledge that the expectation of the cloud dispersion

settles down to an constant value gives us a very simple expression when there have been a

sufficient number of speech events, shown in Equation (3.12).

E(ν2
i+1) =

(
η2−2

η2

)
E(ν2

i )+
(

η−1
η2

)
σ

2 (3.11)

lim
i→∞

E(ν2
i ) =

1
2
(η−1)σ2 (3.12)

Using this equation we can verify the expected effects of the parameters η and σ
2. Both

yield the results expected: Equation (3.10) shows that as η grows, the dispersion of the cat-

egory becomes smaller (all else being equal) as time moves forward, but the equilibrium

value shows us that the larger number of exemplars can spread the category out further.

As σ
2 increases, the variance increases no matter which equation you consider: the more
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E(ν2
i )

Analytically 0.045

Numerically 0.044 0.045

β 2011 3175

Figure 3.2: Distribution Attributes of the Category

stochasticity you speak with, the wider the category will be allowed to spread.

To verify, we run the simulation 2000 times, each with 5000 iterations or speech events;

the category is filled with η = 10 exemplars, all with an initial location value of 1, and

σ = 0.1. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of distance of the exemplars from their mean

values for all simulations at the same iteration; 2011 is the iteration represented in Fig-

ure 3.2, but as the table next to it shows it could represent any iteration. The expected

analytical value of ν
2
i , found based on the values assigned to η and σ, for this experiment

is 0.045 (assuming that i = 2011 is a large enough value that the expectation of the cloud

dispersion has settled to its equilibrium value) as shown in the table of Figure 3.2. Numer-

ically the dispersion of the category was calculated at the βth iteration every simulation.

The expected value is then estimated to be the mean of those values, the results of which

are also represented in table associated with Figure 3.2.

3.2 Category Mean Distribution

All the analysis thus far has been conditioned on the category mean being constant at a

value of xi at iteration i. We will now look at this value and find expressions for its ex-
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pectation and variance that rely only on the parameters of the model. We will again start

with Equation (3.4). If we consider what the expression would be for xk (with k ≤ i) and

substitute that into Equation (3.4), we get the following sum:

xi+1 = x0 +
1
η

i+1

∑
k=1

ŷk− ỹk. (3.13)

If we look at the expected value of this equation, none of the terms in the sum contribute

as the expectations of ŷk and ỹk are equal. This leaves E(xi+1|y0, j) to simply be the origi-

nal mean of the category x0, which is determined by the initial conditions of the simulation.

Turning now to the variance of the mean, we will again approach the problem condi-

tioning on the previous time step. Since we are looking now at a conditional variance we

must follow the conditional variance formula Equation (3.14) [5].

Var(xi+1) = E(Var(xi+1|yi, j))+Var(E(xi+1|yi, j)) (3.14)

The second term here is trivial to find. We have already shown that E(xi+1|yi, j) = xi,

leaving the second term in the expression to be Var(xi). Equation (3.15) shows again how

the category mean changes after a single speech event, so the second term represents how

the mean is changing.

xi+1 = xi +
1
η
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1) (3.15)

Because what is chosen to be said and the stochasticity of our speech are independent

of one another, the difference of these two variables has an expectation of zero and variance

shown in Equation (3.16).

Var(
1
η
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)|yi, j) =

1
η2 (σ

2 +2ν
2
i ). (3.16)

Using the changing category mean equation and Equation (3.16), Equation (3.17) shows

how the mean variance can be determined from parameters defined by the previous itera-

tion. The first term in this equation can be set to zero since the variance of the category

mean is zero if conditioned on the same iteration.
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Var(xi+1|yi, j) = Var(xi|yi, j)+
1

η2 (σ
2 +2ν

2
i ) (3.17)

Finally Equation (3.14) can be rewritten as

Var(xi+1) = E(
1

η2 (σ
2 +2ν

2
i ))+Var(xi)

=
σ2

η2 +
2

η2E(ν
2
i )+Var(xi). (3.18)

To trace this further back in time let us first put E(ν2
i ) in terms of the initial conditions,

then return to the Var(xi) term. Equation (3.10) gave us the expectation of the category

dispersion at this step in terms of the previous, so we can simply continue substituting until

we have E(ν2
i ) in terms of ν

2
0, which is again determined by the initial conditions of the

model. This expands Equation (3.17) to contain the sum shown in Equation (3.19).

Var(xi+1) = Var(xi)+

1
η2(i+1)

(
2(η2−2)i

ν
2
0 +
(

η
2i +2(η−1)

i−1

∑
k=0

η
2(i−k−1)(η2−2)k

)
σ

2
)

(3.19)

i−1

∑
k=0

η
2(i−k−1)(η2−2)k =

1
2
(
η

2i− (η2−2)i) (3.20)

Wolfram Alpha says that the sum in this expression is given by Equation (3.20), so

using this substitution Equation (3.21) is found.

Var(xi+1) = Var(xi)+

(
2

η2

(
1− 2

η2

)i
ν

2
0 +

1
η2

{
η− (η−1)

(
1− 2

η2

)i
}

σ
2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Λi

(3.21)

Looking first at the ν
2
0 term in this equation, we can see that as the number of speech

events increases, if η≥ 2 this term will decrease showing a decreasing dependence on the

initial spread of the category. This can be understood by noting that there is nothing in

the model that would suggest the category should hold a memory of its initial conditions.
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Moving to the σ
2 term there is a constant value of 1/η always associated with this showing

that the variance of the mean will always have some dependence on both σ and η. Similar

to ν
2
0, the second term removes progressively smaller and smaller pieces from this constant

term as time moves forward.

Now we have an expression for the variance of the mean at time i+ 1 in terms of the

model parameters, initial conditions, and the variance of the mean at the previous time

step. If we use this definition to define Var(xk) for all k < i then we can finally trace this

expression back to only initial conditions, as shown (with help again from Wolfram Alpha)

in Equation (3.22).

Var(xi+1) = Var(x0)+
i

∑
k=0

Λk

=
(
2−
(

1− 2
η2

)i+1)
ν

2
0 +
( i+1

η
− η−1

2

(
1−
(

1− 2
η2

)i+1))
σ

2 (3.22)

This result uses only model aspects we can control; initially there is a greater depen-

dence on ν
2
0, but as time moves forward its influence on the variance of the mean dimin-

ishes. If η ≥ 2 and i is allowed to become large, this can be more easily seen if Equa-

tion (3.22) is simplified to Equation (3.23).

Var(xi+1)≈ 2ν
2
o +
( i+1

η
− η−1

2

)
σ

2 (3.23)

Finally if we look at many iterations, or letting i become even larger yet, we find Equa-

tion (3.24) to be an approximation of the variance which indicates what we expected: a

larger category decreases the variance of the mean, while more speech stochasticity in-

creases it.

Var(xi+1|y0, j)≈
i
η

σ
2 (3.24)

Similar to before, we can show this analytical conclusion to match the numerical one

quite well. Figure 3.3 shows a histogram of the mean category value at iteration β = 1155.

There were 2000 simulations, thus 2000 values calculated, making the estimated expecta-

tion and variance shown in the associated table. The curve indicates the normal distribution

about x0 = 1 using the variance found above with analytical parameter values used in the
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E(xi) Var(xi)

Analytically 1 1.11100

Numerically 0.9455738 1.0206906

Figure 3.3: Distribution Attributes of the Category Mean using β = 1155

numerical model. The numerical and analytical values in the associated table verify the

relation of these values for a single iteration β averaged over all 2000 simulations.

Forgetting the findings from the previous section, we could misinterpret these results

by concluding that xi follows the rules of Brownian motion; this would imply that we have

independent increments. The results are unfortunately more ambiguous; in Section 3.1 we

found the expected value of the category dispersion at any given iteration. We did not find

the variance of this value; as it is not a deterministic variable we cannot assume that this the

variance of this value will be zero. Because we do not know how the variance of xi interacts

with that of ν
2
i we cannot draw any of the conclusions that Brownian motion would allow,

such as the behaviour of the evolution; we will consider this next.

3.3 Category Evolution

Now that the expectation and variance of the category mean have been established, we can

look at how this value evolves through time. The increment of the mean of the category in

one time step is simply a rearranged version of the category mean update equation shown

in Equation (3.4):
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xi+1− xi =
1
η
(ŷi+1− ỹi+1). (3.25)

We can see that the expectation of this quantity is zero, since (as discussed previously)

ŷi+1 and ỹi+1 share the same expected value, so we will move on to finding the more elusive

variance associated with xi+1−xi. Equation (3.16) showed the variance to be
1

η2 (σ
2+2ν

2
i )

when conditioned on the previous exemplar locations but our aim here is the same as in the

previous sections: to write the variance of Equation (3.25) in terms of the initial conditions

and the model parameters σ and η. Using Equation (3.10) iteratively, we find an exact

equation for the category variance in terms of these desired quantities.

ν
2
i =

(
1− 2

η2

)i
ν

2
0 +

i−1

∑
k=0

(
(η−1)(η2−2)k

η2(k+1)

)
σ

2 (3.26)

=
(

1− 2
η2

)i
ν

2
0 +

1
2
(η−1)

(
1−
(

1− 2
η2

)i)
σ

2 (3.27)

The sum in Equation (3.26) reflects the iterative substitution and equals the expression

shown in Equation (3.27), making the variance in the difference of category means equal

Var(xi+1− xi) =
2

η2

(
1− 2

η2

)i

ν
2
0 +
( 1

η
− (η−1)

η2

(
1− 2

η2

)i)
σ

2. (3.28)

This value can be verified in two ways. All results thus far have been tested exclusively

against their numerical equivalents and though we will do this here as well, we can also

compare it analytically by using the limiting value for ν
2
i found in Equation (3.12). This

expression can be used as the variance of the exemplar being removed at each iteration

ỹi+1, and we can use it to estimate the variance of the utterance ŷi+1 to be that shown in

Equation (3.29).

Var(ŷi+1) = σ
2 +ν

2
i

≈ σ
2
(

η+1
2

)
(3.29)

The subtraction of ŷi+1 and ỹi+1, two independent random variables, results in the ad-

dition of their variances giving us an equilibrium variance of
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β 10 51 218 732 2061

Analytically 2.6463e-04 6.7880e-04 9.8900e-04 1.0000e-03 1.0000e-03

Numerically 2.4142e-04 6.4345e-04 9.0131e-04 9.9152e-04 9.9020e-04

Table 3.1: The Expected Variance of (xi+1− xi) over 2000 trials.

τ 1 2 5 10

E(xi+τ− xi)
2 1.0375e-03 2.1309e-03 4.9521e-03 9.9594e-03

E(xi+τ− xi)
2

τ
1.0375e-03 1.0654e-03 9.9041e-04 9.9594e-04

Table 3.2: The Mean of the Variance of (xi+τ− xi)/τ for Varying τ Values over 2000 trials

when β = 4555.

Var(xi+1− xi)≈
σ2

η
, (3.30)

for a single time increment of the category means. Looking at the limit as i goes to infinity

of Equation (3.28) yields the same expression (if η ≥ 2) so we can be confident that our

numerical results will match these analytic ones. Table 3.1 verifies the analytical results

numerically: Equation (3.28) was used with the iteration values of β in the table to get the

analytical results, while the numerical results used the same β value but calculated it over

2000 trials, then taking the mean value of the simulations to represent the expected value

of the quantity.

When finding these results, it is quite simple to modify the algorithm to find all the same

information, but over a larger time interval (say xi+τ− xi). In the first row of Table 3.2, we

see the values of the variance over differing time steps, but more interestingly the second

row shows how division by τ results in almost the same value. This would indicate that

we have approximately independent increments or that the random variables xi+τ− xi are

independent and identically distributed (I.I.D.) random variables. Figure 3.4 shows this

discovery as well by verifying an increase in spread proportional to τ.
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Figure 3.4: The Distribution of xi+τ− xi for Varying Values of τ when β = 4555
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Using the equation for a single increment of xi, we can see that

xi+τ− xi =
1
η

τ

∑
t=1

ŷi+t− ỹi+t (3.31)

represents an increment of τ of xi. From here, if we use the definition of I.I.D. random

variables with Equation (3.31), we know that

Var(xi+τ− xi) =
τ

∑
t=1

1
η2 Var(ŷi+t− ỹi+t)

≈
τ

∑
t=1

σ2

η

≈ τ
σ2

η
(3.32)

This agrees with the numerical evidence presented above as the values assigned to σ
2 and

η would make this value 0.001× τ.

Through this chapter, we have learned the behaviour of a single category through the

passing of speech events. One way to extend this model to relate more closely to Wedel’s

simulations is to look at this as a model for more than one category. The work in this

chapter would then represent how the category acts when it is “far away” from the others,

or when the categories are not close enough for competition to play a role in their evolution.



Chapter 4

Two Category Lexicon Model

The previous chapter was useful only to understand how a category would change without

the influence of category competition. Now that we have some intuition of how a cate-

gory evolves without any external pressures, we will implement category competition to

see how this mechanism changes the results of Chapter 3. We will do this by taking the

category of the previous chapter and place in its way a fixed wall; this wall is a category

whose mean will not change no matter what is spoken or categorized there. We will let

the mean of the other category move according to category competition. To begin with, we

give each category η exemplars all of one segment but where the first category is randomly

distributed around a mean value, and the second has η identical exemplars with value α.

The utterances and removed exemplars will have the same labels as before of ŷi+1 and ỹi+1

respectively.

Once an utterance has been spoken we must then consider classification. If the k near-

est neighbours algorithm classifies the utterance in the first, non-stationary, category the

lexicon is updated in the same way as the previous models. If it is categorized as the sta-

tionary category, the utterance is disregarded to maintain the mean value of the category. It

is in this way that we allow all aspects of the model to remain intact, but keep the second

category mean stationary.

33
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4.1 One-Neighbour Classification

To maintain the simplicity of analysis established in the previous chapter, we will imple-

ment classification by only considering the nearest neighbour, rather than k-nearest neigh-

bours as described in Chapter 2. Additionally, we will seek to understand the current

iteration in terms of the previous one. In this situation it is advantageous to assume that the

category exemplars are ordered by location, so if the exemplars are labelled yi, j, then

yi,1 ≤ yi,2 ≤ ·· · ≤ yi,η. (4.1)

If we also assume that initially α < yi,1, using category competition will maintain this

inequality through the mechanism described in Chapter 2: if an utterance were to have a

location less than α, its nearest neighbour would be an exemplar belonging to the station-

ary category thus we will never see any exemplar of Category 1 hold a value lower than

that of α. This, in addition to the ordering of Category 1, makes classification simple: if

|ŷ−α| ≥ |ŷ− y1| then the current utterance is added to Category 1, the freely moving cat-

egory, and the update is the same as in Chapter 3 with an additional reordering step at the

very end. If this is not true, the utterance is reassigned the value of α and placed in the

stationary category. This choice is represented in Equation (4.7). The average values of the

categories at any given iteration are xi and α, respectively, and we would like to find the

probability with which the current utterance ŷi+1 will be classified either category, given its

location. The probability that the utterance is classified as Category 1 (labeled here after as

C = 1) will be given the label P1, and P2 will represent classification in Category 2 (referred

to as C = 2). Figure 4.1 shows the implementation of this model at varying speech events

holding the stationary category fixed at α = 0 (please note there are 10 exemplars in each

category, but the stationary category only shows three for clarity of the picture).

There are two possibilities for mean of the moving category at the next iteration; which

one will be chosen is determined by location of the utterance with respect to both categories.

xi+1 =

xi +(ŷi+1− ỹi+1)/η if |ŷi+1−α| ≥ |ŷi+1− yi,1|

xi if |ŷi+1−α|< |ŷi+1− yi,1|
(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Model Being Considered in Section 4.1

Let the utterance have a distribution of ŷi+1 = N (yi,M,σ2) where M is chosen uni-

formly at random from the η exemplars in that category. We can now find the classification

probabilities given this utterance, knowing the bounds on its value for each category:

P1,M =
∫

∞

yi,1+α

2

1√
2πσ

e−(z−yi,M)2/2σ2
dz

=
1
2
(
1− erf

(yi,1−α−2yi,M

2
√

2σ

))
(4.3)

Through a similar calculation, we can show that Equation (4.4) represents the probabil-

ity that if yi,M is the exemplar chosen to be spoken, then the utterance will be classified in

the stationary category.

P2,M =
1
2
(
1+ erf

(yi,1−α−2yi,M

2
√

2σ

))
(4.4)

If the means are far apart enough that category competition is unlikely to be witnessed

during the speech event under consideration we already understand the outcome of that

event from the conclusions drawn in Chapter 3, so let us consider a case when the means

are close together.
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Now, as in Chapter 3, we will look at some of the statistics associated with the evo-

lution of the category mean. Equation (4.7) tells us how the mean will be updated given

each scenario, and we will condition everything on the previous iteration. The conditional

expectation of xi+1−xi, given the locations of the exemplars of the previous iteration to be

constant, is

E(xi+1− xi|yi, j) =
η

∑
M=1

P(yi,M|yi, j)E(xi+1− xi|yi,M,yi, j)

=
1
η

η

∑
M=1

E(xi+1− xi|yi,M,yi, j). (4.5)

In this chapter there are many more factors to consider than in the previous one. After

we randomly choose an exemplar to say, its location is now very important. Equation (4.5)

shows how the expectation must depend on the exemplar chosen, but we must also carefully

consider the location of the utterance and its effect on classification. To aid in this analysis,

we define this function for classification:

Ic =

1 if ŷi+1 is classified as Category 1

0 if ŷi+1 is classified as Category 2
(4.6)

We can change Equation (4.7) to represent the increment, as well as breaking up ŷi+1

into the sum of its defining exemplar and normally distributed noise by defining z∼N (0,σ2),

changing the equation to

xi+1− xi =


1
η
(yi,M + z− yi,N) if ŷi+1 ≥

yi,1 +α

2
0 if ŷi+1 <

yi,1 +α

2

(4.7)

Now Equation (4.5) can be rewritten as

E(xi+1− xi|yi, j) =
1
η

η

∑
M=1

Ez,N

(
Ic

( 1
η
(yi,M + z− yi,N)

)
|yi,M,yi, j

)
(4.8)

The expectation can be found through integration using the distribution function of z,

but we still have the categorization function to consider:
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E(xi+1− xi|yi, j) =
1
η

η

∑
M=1

∫
∞

−∞

EN

(
Ic

( 1
η
(yi,M + z− yi,N)

)
|yi,M,yi, j

)
1√

2πσ2
e−z2/2σ2

dz

(4.9)

As a final step, we must also condition on which exemplar is removed from Category

1, should that be where the utterance is classified. We can also remove the Ic function by

limiting the bounds of the integral to values for which we know Category 1 will be chosen

(since choosing Category 2 will result in the zero function).

E(xi+1− xi|yi, j) =
1

η3

η

∑
M=1

η

∑
N=1

∫
∞

yi,1+α

2 −yi,M

(yi,M + z− yi,N)√
2πσ2

e−z2/2σ2
dz (4.10)

=
1

η3

η

∑
M=1

η

∑
N=1

(
yi,M− yi,N

2
(1− erf

(yi,1−α−2yi,M√
8σ2

)
)

+

√
σ2

2π
e−(yi,1−α−2yi,M)2/8σ2

)
(4.11)

The next obstacle seen in Equation (4.11) is the sums of η error and exponential func-

tions because there is nothing to be simplified when considering how these functions inter-

act with one another. The first line of defence is the same as every other situation in which

we are unsure of how to take a sum: take linear estimates of the functions.

erf
(yi,1−α−2yi,M√

8σ2

)
≈
√

1
2πσ2 (yi,1−α−2yi,M) (4.12)

e−(yi,1−α−2yi,M)2/8σ2
≈ 1 (4.13)

The problem now becomes: where is this accurate? Figure 4.2 shows the curves of the

error function and its linear approximation superimposed on one another. As the cyan box

indicates, the precision of this estimation is bounded by the value of σ. Since we cannot

assume with any certainty that yi,M lies in [0,σ] we cannot in good faith use this lineariza-

tion; we must use higher order terms. Similar arguments can be made for the linearization

of the exponential function. Then our problem becomes even larger, because although we

understand what linear combinations of exemplar values are, we cannot extrapolate this
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy of the Linearization of the Error Function

data to combinations of higher powers.

We are forced to abandon this line of reasoning; however there is a way to simplify

the model further. Rather than have η exemplars in each of the two categories, we could

consider only one exemplar. If we choose to employ this strategy, it would render the

Chapter 3 results irrelevant to any conclusions we might draw, since we must have that η

be larger than two for this. However, the new approach, if followed, may yet give us some

insight into how the two categories interact.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

There are many reasons to simulate how language is spoken and heard. The understanding

of the underlying mechanisms that drive the evolution of language is just one justification;

thus the primary focus of this work. Two model features were employed: category compe-

tition and motor consolidation.

In production of speech, motor consolidation works as motor memory for our speech.

Like every other learned movement, the more times a particular sound is produced, the

more likely you are to say other sounds similarly since the muscles associated with that

sound are better developed than sounds produced less often. This helps to consolidate

our speech even with the addition of a stochastic speech element, since what whatever we

decide to say will always sound most like the most produced sounds. In modelling this phe-

nomenon, rather than using the most frequently produced sounds, Wedel compared what

was about to be spoken to what was said most recently. This is a reasonable strategy when

there are only a few sounds from which to choose in the production of a particular sound.

If one were to try to model a full language in this manner, it would be necessary to employ

a different approach; the motor memory would have to consist of the most frequently used

words or sounds, rather than the most recent.

Category competition assumes that when we hear a sound being produced, rather than

being categorized as the speaker intended, the utterance is compared against the hearer’s

lexicon for similar sounds. The closest exemplars are selected by criteria established by the

39
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Figure 5.1: Two Categories Poised to Cross Paths

particular model being implemented. Here a k-nearest neighbours method of categoriza-

tion was considered; the k closest exemplars to the utterance are chosen based on criteria

dictated by the model; whichever category is best represented is most likely where the ut-

terance is classified. There were two different measures of closeness considered in Wedel’s

work. In the first, more simple model, the Euclidean distance was used as the measure

while the second, more elaborate model, implemented the formula shown in Equation (5.1)

to determine which exemplars would be considered in classification of a new utterance:

d( j) = e−1250(|segment−S( j)|2)2
. (5.1)

Wedel looked at the question of evolution in the first model presented in [6], and in

recreating that work we concerned ourselves only with the influence of perception. What

was found, and reproduced, is that category competition plays a critical role in how the

sounds we speak maintain their differentiation through time. Tracking the change in the

mean of the category cloud through time showed that without category competition the

paths were allowed to cross one another. Consider an example like that proposed in Fig-

ure 5.1: the red exemplars belong to Category 1 and the blue to Category 2. The utterance

spoken from Category 2, shown in light blue, will be categorized differently depending

on whether or not category competition is implemented. Without this feature the utterance

would be labelled as Category 2, forcing a large enough change in the mean of that category
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to move it to the left of Category 1. If, on the other hand, we allow category competition

to be used, we can see that the k-nearest neighbours of that utterance (so long as k is odd)

would place the utterance in Category 1 maintaining locations of the category cloud means

relative to one another. This is one mechanism of perception that models how we maintain

distinct sounds as time moves forward.

In the second model, introduced in Chapter 2, an individual sound is now presented

as a segment of a word consisting of κ segments. Employing two speakers with lexicons

consisting of four categories of words, each with four segments per word, category compe-

tition is used again in perception; however, we now allow motor consolidation to be used

as a mechanism in production. Results similar to the first model are found concerning the

means of the category clouds though presentation of this conclusion is not quite as ap-

parent as in the previous case. Consideration of how motor consolidation influenced the

results of this work is useful. Every segment of every utterance is compared to the motor

memory independently; thus sounds, not words. It is because of the method employed in

this analysis that, after the simulation is allowed to run to completion, we see categories

defined not by words, but by ordering of segments. Only two segments are necessary to

create enough differentiation to make the four categories distinguishable. We see in these

results, as well, that though the lexicons of both speakers evolve to the same categories,

their categories may not sound the same. It was found that the segments that composed

the words of Speaker A had different average values than those of Speaker B. This could

be attributed to the different starting values placed in the motor memories; perhaps if both

speakers began with the same contents in the memory we would see more convergence of

their languages. Chapter 2 also showed that when category competition was not in play the

perceived category differences disappear.

The influence of category competition over the category evolution in both models pro-

vided an interesting study, but the complexity of the algorithm made its analysis difficult.

To combat this, the model was simplified to levels that made it conducive to numerical,

as well as analytical, study. Chapter 3 introduced a single speaker whose utterances were

selected from a single category. These utterances were subsequently then restored to their

same lexicon; no motor memory was implemented and there was no need for category
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competition. This left us with only two parameters that could influence how the category

changed though time: the amount of noise added to speech, σ, and the number of exem-

plars considered in a category, η. To fully understand how the category changed through

simple addition and deletion of exemplars at each speech event we focused first on how the

category behaved at any given moment in time. The expectation of the category meanxi+1

was found to be xi, and the variance could then be found, either in terms of the previous

iteration, shown in Equation (5.2), or as an equilibrium value as in Equation (5.3).

E(ν2
i+1|yi, j) =

(η2−2
η2

)
ν

2
i +
(η−1

η2

)
σ

2
i (5.2)

lim
i→∞

E(νi) =
1
2
(η−1)σ2 (5.3)

Rather than assuming xi to be a constant value, we next looked at defining this value

in a manner similar to that of ν
2
i . The expected value of xi+1 can be traced further back

in time to x0, a result of the initial conditions of the model; however the variance does not

present itself so clearly. Through the use of the conditional variance formula we can define

the variance of the category mean to be

Var(xi+1|y0, j) =
(
2−
(

1− 2
η2

)i+1)
ν

2
0 +
( i+1

η
− η−1

2

(
1−
(

1− 2
η2

)i+1))
σ

2. (5.4)

This allowed some insight into how the behaviour of the mean of the category cloud.

But without knowing how ν
2
i affected these findings, it is also necessary to look at how

the mean value changes through time; thus our final goal with this model was to consider

the evolution of the mean value. The expectation of this value is zero, which follows from

the previous conclusion about the category mean, so our work was again centred around

finding the variance of xi+1− xi. Using Equation (5.2) it was shown that

Var(xi+1− xi) =
( 1

η
− η−1

η2

(
1− 2

η2

)i)
σ

2 +
2

η2

(
1− 2

η2

)i

ν
2
0 (5.5)

represents this quantity, and if we assume that the variance of this quantity also has an

equilibrium value, we have shown that it is represented by
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E(νi) =
σ2

η
. (5.6)

All of these results can, and have been verified analytically, which allows some confi-

dence in the understanding of how a single category behaves in this situation. These results

might also be employed in a two category model; this would represent the behaviour of the

categories when they are far apart from one another with no possibility of complications

introduced by category competition.

The final model considered assumed exactly this; but, rather than allowing both cate-

gories freedom of movement, one had a fixed location and the other was allowed to move

according to the rules of category competition. Unfortunately this analysis did not proceed

much further analytically than the initial setup of the problem. Our efforts were frustrated

by an approximation that was not appropriate. If we were to continue, it would be critical

to be able to evaluate the sum in Equation (4.11). This problem arose because of the as-

sumption that the stationary category had a given value of zero. This made some problems

nicer; we could assume information about the location of the moving category. A different

course of action may be to hold the stationary category at a larger value - one where the

linearization of the error function would simply be a horizontal line at y = 1. When analyt-

ical conclusions about this model could be stated with confidence, they could be compared

against a working numerical model of this situation to ensure accuracy.

There are many other aspects of Wedel’s original work that could be further investi-

gated; once a firm grasp of the role of category competition in evolution is established,

one could move on to study how the addition of motor consolidation changes the results.

A point of considerable interest in [6] was centred around the evolution of segments; the

simple models discussed in the later chapters could be opened to consider word, rather than

sound, categories.
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